iii I've got a story to tell And though I'm not sure what it is I'm sure its funny as hell And tragic and dramatic And personal and universal
It's about a boy with stars in his eyes
Or, maybe just a man whose Dreams were never realized Whichever one it is It's essential I get it just right Tim Kasher iv ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS I would like to thank everyone who ever had a hand in helping me with this.
There's far too many people, places, or things to name. If you have gotten this far in the text then know that I couldn't have done it without you, whoever you are. nights bring the youthful crowds of high school students trying to find a place with no parents and the college kids out to drink and forget the week. What do they all have in common though? Is it that they come here for an escape from the real world? Maybe the idea is that they have settled for something in their life and somehow this is all they have for enjoyment. Maybe this demographic was created by the fall of American growth and its effect on the middle class.
Robert J. Gordon makes this argument in his latest book The Rise and Fall of American growth:
The U.S. Standard of Living Since the Civil War. This book published only a month ago shows how the American workforce has changed since the civil war. He argues that the biggest reason why economic growth has almost come to a stand still in America is because we haven't seen a great industrial revolution that has charged the American workforce. We had inventions like the car and the plane to help with travel of goods and unless something as dramatic and as large scale of an invention as this happens soon we won't see that growth that the economy needs to stay strong. This lack of an invention affects the lower and shrinking middle class peoples lives more directly then anyone else.
At some point in time we all feel the need to get away from the world. We try to find a place that leaves us feeling new and refreshed. Or maybe that place finds us and we can't explain how that happened or what it is about being there that creates this sense. No matter what it is you see in the bowling alley know that this is an escape for these working class people to forget the trouble that lie outside. What is it about this place that brings these people here? Maybe it's that fact that time has forgotten it in its path. It feels different then the other business around. The nonmodernization is comforting for all of its quirks. It's filled with great sadness when you look at the lack of updates, yet this creates much comfort and charm for the same reasons. 
